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Abstract: The mass of the graviton can be generated using a Brout-Englert-Higgs mech-
anism with four scalar elds. We show that when one of these elds is costrained as in
mimetic gravity, the massive gravity obtained is ghost free and consistent. The mass term
is not of the Fierz-Pauli type. There are only ve degrees of freedom and the sixth degree of
freedom associated with the Boulware-Deser ghost is constrained and replaced by mimetic
matter to all orders. The van Dam-Veltman-Zakharov discontinuity is also absent.
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In [1] we have proposed an alternative formulation of gravity explicitly isolating the scale
factor in the physical metric g by rewriting it as
g = ~g

~g@@

; (1)
where ~g is some auxiliary metric and  is a scalar eld. It follows from (1) that  must
obey the constraint
g@@ = 1: (2)
Considering ~g as a fundamental variable in the Einstein-Hilbert action we nd that
Einstein equations are modied to
G   T   (G  T )@@ = 0; (3)
where G and T are, respectively, the Einstein tensor and the energy-momentum tensor
for matter. We use the units in which 8G = 1: The trace part of equation (3) vanishes
identically as a consequence of scale invariance ~g ! 
2~g for the auxiliary metric ~g in
equation (2). As a result the modied Einstein equations (2) and (3) have an extra solution
even in the absence of matter which could mimic cold dark matter in our Universe. As
it was noticed in [2] this mimetic gravity is fully equivalent to Einstein gravity with the
extra constraint (2) implemented in the action using a Lagrange multiplier. The eld  can
be taken in the synchronous coordinate system, solving constraint (2), as time coordinate.
It becomes dynamical only when combined with the longitudinal mode of gravity. The
proposed model does not only give a plausible explanation for the origin of dark matter but
also provides a new approach to resolve singularities in General Relativity [3, 4]. Moreover,
the appearance of the constrained eld  has found a justication in the noncommutative
approach to the quanta of geometry [5, 6].
In this letter we will consider the theory of mimetic massive gravity and show that this
theory is ghost free to all orders and describes the massive graviton with ve degrees of
freedom which are completely decoupled from mimetic matter in the linear approximation.
The simplest way of giving mass to the graviton without explicitly spoiling dieomor-
phism invariance, reecting the freedom in the choice of coordinate system, is by employ-
ing the Brout-Englert-Higgs mechanism with four scalar elds A; A = 0; 1; 2; 3 [7{9]. In
Minkowski space-time the broken symmetry phase,

A

= A x
 = xA; (4)
is degenerate with respect to a vacuum choice up to Poincare transformations. For small
perturbations of the elds
A = xA + A; (5)
the three scalars i are absorbed to give mass to the graviton, while the fourth eld 0
leads to a ghost, unless the mass term in the Lagrangian is taken to be of the Fierz-
Pauli form [10] where this ghost is not excited at the linear level. However, generically, it
reappears as a nonlinear Boulware-Deser ghost on non-trivial backgrounds [11]. The idea
we put forward in this letter, is to use as one of the four elds, needed for providing mass
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to the graviton, the mimetic eld   0: Because this eld is constrained to be always
in the broken symmetry phase the dangerous degree of freedom is thus replaced by dark
matter and the ghost is avoided to any order in perturbation theory. As we show below
the mass term in this case must be necessarily taken to be dierent from Fierz-Pauli type.
In massive gravity a central role is played by the induced metric perturbations
hAB = g@
A@
B   AB; (6)
the components of which are scalars under dieomorphism transformations. We will
raise and lower capital indices with the help of the auxiliary Minkowski metric AB =
(1; 1; 1; 1); so that, for example, h  hAA = ABhAB:
We consider the theory with action
I =
Z
d4x
p
g

 1
2
R+
m2
8

1
2
h2   hABhAB

+ 
 
g@
0@
0   1 ; (7)
where the last term accounts for the mimetic origin of 0 and the mass term has relative
coecient 12 between
h2 and hABhAB in distinction from Fierz-Pauli term where this co-
ecient is 1. The reason for this choice will become clear later. The equations of motion
are obtained, rst by varying with respect to g :
G =   m
2
8

1
2
h2   hABhAB

g + 
 
2@
0@
0

+
m2
2

1
2
h@A@
A   hAB@A@B

; (8)
and next with respect to A:
r

m2

1
2
h@A   hAB@B

+ 40A@
0

= 0: (9)
Varying with respect to  gives:
h00 = 0: (10)
Let us consider small perturbations around Minkowski background, g =  + h and
A = xA + A; and linearize the above equations in h and 
A keeping in mind that  is
of rst order in perturbations: In equation (10) we rst set A = 0 to get
@0  m
2
4

@h0   1
2
@0h

= 0; (11)
and then A = k to obtain
m2

@hk   1
2
@kh

= 0: (12)
The linearized Einstein tensor in h is equal to
G (h) =   1
2
 
@2h   @@h   @@h + @@h

+
1
2

 
@2h  @@h

; (13)
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where @2  @@   and h  h : To rst order in perturbations
hAB = A 
B
 h
 + @AB + @BA; (14)
where h = g    : Because gg =  it follows that in linear order h =
 h: Now keeping in mind that capital indices are moved with Minkowski met-
ric AB and replacing them by Greek indices from (14) we nd that
h =  h + @ + @: (15)
Substituting (15) in (13) we nd that all  terms cancel and hence G(h) =  G(h),
that is the linearized Einstein tensor can be expressed entirely in terms of gauge invariant
variables h as it must be. Then taking into account that h00 = 0 due to constraint (10)
the linearized Einstein equations take the form
G00
  h = 2+ m2
4
h; (16)
G0i
  h =  m2
2
h0i; (17)
Gij
  h =  m2
2

hij   1
2
ijh

; (18)
where G( h) are given in (13) with h replaced by  h. It is easy to see that
equations (11) and (12) follow from the ten equations (16), (17), (18) as a consequence
of Bianchi identities @G = 0: Ten equations are enough to determine all ten unknown
variables ; h0i and hij (recall that h00 = 0 due to mimetic constraint). Let us start with
i  j equations and rst simplify Gij( h): Using equation (12) we nd that
@i@
hk + @k@
hi = @i@kh; (19)
and
@@h = @
0
 
@h0

+ @k
 
@hk

=
1
2
@2h+
4
m2
; (20)
where we have used (11) to express @h0 in terms of h and  and dot denotes time
derivative. Taking this into account the i  j equations (18) become
@2hij   ij
 
1
2
@2h  4

m2
!
=  m2

hij   1
2
ijh

: (21)
It immediately follows from (21) that the traceless part of spatial metric components
hTij  hij  
1
3
ijh; (22)
satisfy the wave equation  
+m2

hTij = 0; (23)
which describes the massive graviton with ve degrees of freedom. The 0   0 equa-
tion (16) gives
h+ @i@jhij = 4+
m2
2
h; (24)
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where 4 =  @i@i, when combined with (22) allows us to express h just in terms of 
and hTij
h = 6
 
@i@jhTij   4
3m2   44
!
: (25)
Substituting this expression into the trace of equation (21), 
+m2

h  24
m2
 = 0; (26)
and taking into account that hTij satisfy (23) we obtain the equation which describes mimetic
matter
+
m2
4
 = 0: (27)
Finally to determine h0i we need 0   i Einstein equations. To simplify them we use
equation (11) to express @i@
h0 in (13) in terms of h and : As a result equation (17)
takes the form
h0i + @0@
khki + @0@i

4
m2
  1
2
h

= m2h0i; (28)
from which, using (25) and (22), one gets
h0i =
@0@
khTki
m2    
@0@i
m2  

@l@mhTlm
3m2   44

+
16@0@i
m2 (3m2   44) : (29)
Thus we have found that massive mimetic gravity describes a massive graviton char-
acterized by the traceless part of hTki obeying equation (23) and mimetic matter described
by ; which satises (27). The remaining variables h and h0i are entirely expressed in
terms of hTki and  (see (25) and (29)). Mimetic matter is modied and instead of being
imitating dust behaves like particles at rest (with zero momentum) of mass equal to half
of the graviton mass. In the models of massive gravity usually considered with Fierz-Pauli
mass term, corresponding to a combination of h2   hABhAB; Bianchi identities enforce
the vanishing of the perturbations of the scalar curvature R = 0: In turn this leads to
vDVZ discontinuity [12, 13], which is resolved only after taking into account the nonlinear
corrections [14]. In our case the Bianchi identities impose conditions (11) and (12) which
are similar to the harmonic gauge choice, although here these equations are gauge invari-
ant and do not depend on a coordinate system. Therefore, vDVZ discontinuity is already
absent at the linear level. In other models considered before, the mass term we used leads
to a ghost mode, which is manifested by the dynamics of the h00 metric component in
the linear theory. In our theory this mode is constrained and replaced by mimetic matter,
which can also explain the observed dark matter in the universe. This guarantees that
mimetic massive gravity is fully ghost free to all orders [15]. Moreover, in linear order the
mimetic matter is completely decoupled from the graviton.
To consider the massless limit it is convenient to decompose hTki in irreducible pieces
with respect to the rotation group SO (3)
hTki =

@k@i +
1
3
ki

S + @kVi + @iVk + h
TT
ki ; (30)
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where Vi is transverse @
iVi = 0 and h
TT
ki is not only traceless but also transverse @
ihTTki = 0:
Thus, the ve degrees of freedom of massive graviton are represented by one scalar mode
S; two vector modes Vi and two tensor modes h
TT
ki : In [15] we study the dynamics of these
modes separately and by considering quantum uctuations show that nonlinear corrections
for the scalar and vector modes become important at the energy scale of order m1=2: At
this scale, they get in strongly coupled regime and decouple from two transverse degrees
of freedom of the graviton which become strongly coupled only at the Planck scale. Thus,
at energies above m1=2 the graviton has only two propagating degrees of freedom.
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